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I. INTRODUCTION

Background

Combined sewer systems (CSSs) are wastewater collection systems designed to carry
sanitary sewage (consisting of domestic, commercial and industrial wastewater) and storm water
(surface drainage from rainfall or snow melt) in a single pipe to a treatment facility CSSs serve
about 43 million people in approximately 1,100 communities nationwide. \lost of these
communities are located in the Northeast and Great Lakes regions During dry weather, CSSs
convey domestic, commercial, and industrial wastewater In periods of rainfall or snow melt, total
wastewater flows can exceed the capacity of the CSS and/or treatment facilities. When this
occurs, the CSS is designed to overflow directlv to surface water bodies, such as lakes, rivers,
estuaries, or coastal waters. These overtlows - called combined sewer overflows (CSOs) - can be
a major source of water pollution in communities served by CSSs

Because CSOs contain untreated domestic, commercial, and industrial wastes, as well as
surtace runoff, many types of contaminants can be present. Contaminants may include pathogens,
oxygen-demanding pollutants, suspended solids, nutrients, toxics, and floatable matter. Because
of these contaminants and the volume of the flows, CSOs can cause a variety of adverse impacts
on the physical characteristics of surface water, impair the viability of aquatic habitats, and pose a
potential threat to drinking water supplies. CSOs have been shown to be a major contributor to
use impairment and aesthetic degradation of many receiving waters and have contributed to
shellfish harvesting restrictions, beach closures, and even occasional fish kills.

History of the CSO Control Policy

Historically, the control ofCSOs has proven to be extremely complex This complexity
stems partly from the difficulty in quantifYing combined sewer overflow (CSO) impacts on
receiving water quality and the site specific variability in the volume, frequency, and
characteristics ofCSOs. In addition, the financial considerations for communities with CSOs can
be significant. The U.S Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates the CSO abatement
costs for the I, 100 communities served by CSSs to be approximately $4 1.2 billion.

To address these challenges, EPA's Office of Water issued a National Combined Sewer
Overflow Control Strategy on August 10, 1989 (54 Federal ReglSler 37370) This Strategy
reaffirmed that CSOs are point source discharges subject to National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit requirements and Clean Water Act (CWA) requirements.
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The CSO Strategy recommended that all CSOs be identified and categorized according to their
status of compliance with these requirements. It also set forth three objectives

Ensure that if CSOs occur, thev are onlv as a result of wet weather

Bring all wet weather CSO discharge points into compliance with the technology
based and water quality-based requirements of the CWA

• Minimize the impacts of CSOs on water quality, aquatic biota, and human health.

In addition, the CSO Strategy charged all States with developing state-wide permitting strategies
designed to reduce, eliminate, or control CSOs.

Although the CSO Strategy was successful in focusing increased attention on CSOs, it fell
short in resolving many fundamental issues. In mid-199L EPA initiated a process to accelerate
implementation of the Strategy The process included negotiations with representatives of the
regulated community, State regulatory agencies, and environmental groups. These negotiations
were conducted through the Office of Water Management Advisory Group. The initiative
resulted in the development of a CSO Control Policy, which was published in the Federal
ReKlsler on April 19, 1994 (59 Federal ReKlsler 18688) The intent of the CSO Control Policy is
to:

Provide guidance to permittees with CSOs, NPDES permitting and enforcement
authorities, and State water quality standards (WQS) authorities

Ensure coordination among the appropriate parties in planning, selecting,
designing, and implementing CSO management practices and controls to meet the
requirements of the CWA

Ensure public involvement during the decision-making process.

The CSO Control Policy contains provisions for developing appropriate, site-specific
NPDES permit requirements for all CSSs that overflow due to wet weather events. It also
announces an enforcement initiative that requires the immediate elimination of overflows that
occur during dry weather and ensures that the remaining CWA requirements are complied with as
soon as possible
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Key Elements of the C50 Control Policy

The CSO Control Policy contains four kev principles to ensure that CSO controls are
cost-etTective and meet the requirements of the CWA

Provide clear levels of control that would be presumed to meet appropriate health
and environmental objectives

Provide sufficient tlexibility to municipalities. especially those that are tinanciaJly
disadvantaged. to consider the site-specitic nature ofCSOs and to determine the
most cost-effective means of reducing poJiutants and meeting CWA objectives and
requirements

Allow a phased approach for implementation of CSO controls considering a
communitv's tinancial capabilitv

• Review and revise. as appropriate. WQS and their implementation procedures
when developing long-term CSO control plans to reflect the site-specific wet
weather impacts of CSOs.

In addition. the CSO Control Policy clearly defines expectations for permittees, State
WQS authorities. and NPDES permitting and enforcement authorities. These expectations
include the following

Permittees should immediately implement the nine minimum controls (NMC),
which are technology-based actions or measures designed to reduce CSOs and
their effects on receiving water quality, as soon as possible but no later than
January I, 1997. More information on the NMC can be found in the EPA
document l 'omhllled Sewer Over/lows GUidance/o,. Nine lYlinimum ('ofllrols
(EPA 832-8-95-003)

Pennittees should give priority to environmentally sensitive areas

Permittees should develop long-term control plans (LTCPs) for controlling C50s.
A permittee may use one of two approaches: I) demonstrate that its plan is
adequate to meet the water quality-based requirements of the CWA
("demonstration approach"), or 2) implement a minimum level of treatment (e.g.,
primary clarification of at least 85 percent of the collected combined sewage flows)
that is presumed to meet the water quality-based requirements of the CWA, unless
data indicate otherwise ("presumption approach")

•

•

WQS authorities should review and revise, as appropriate, State WQS during the
CSO long-term planning process

NPDES permitting authorities should consider the financial capability of permittees
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when reviewing CSO control plans.

Table I illustrates the roles and responsibilities of permittees. :"PDES permitting and
enforcement authorities. and state WQS authorities.

[n addition to these key elements and expectations. the CSO Control Policy also addresses
important issues such as ongoing or completed CSO control projects. public participation. small
communities and watershed planning.
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Table 1
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Guidance to Support Implementation of the CSO Control Policy

To help permlltees and NPDES permitting and WQS authorities implement the provisions
of the CSO Control Policy, EPA has developed the following documents

('omhilled .')ewer O,'er/lows (;lIidancejiJr {onx- rerm ('olllml Plan (EPA 832
8-95-002)

• ( 'omhilled Sewer (h'er/lows (;"idance fiJr Nllle A1illlmum ('mllmls (EPA 832-8
95-003)

Comhined Sewer O,'er/lows ('/IIdanCl! for Screelllnx alld RanklllX (EPA 832-8
95-004)

('omhllled Sell'er Over/lolls (;"idallcejiJr MmlilOrlllg alld A/odellll/; (EPA 832
B-97-00 I)

('omhined Sewer (h'er/lows·( ;uidallcejiJr FinanCIal ('apahtlity Assessmellf and
Schedllle lJevelopmelll (EPA 832-B-97-004)

• Comhined Sewer Overj/ow\-(;uidancejiJl' Fllnding OptlOIIS (EPA 832-8-95
007)

Comhilled Sewer Overj/ows (;lIidallce!or Permlf Writers (EPA 832-B-95-008)

Goal of this Guidance

The CSO Policy recognizes the need to address the relative importance of environmental
and financial issues when developing an implementation schedule for CSO controls to be
contained in the LTCP and the NPDES permit or other enforceable mechanism. According to the
CSO Policy, an implementation schedule "may be phased based on the relative importance of
adverse impacts upon WQS and designated uses, priority projects identified in the long-term plan,
and on a permittee's financial capability."

This guidance has two goals. The first goal is to provide a planning tool for evaluating the
financial resources a permittee has available to implement CSO controls. This assessment will
involve the use of the following financial capability indicators listed in the CSO Policy:

• Total annual wastewater and CSO control cost per household as a percent of
median household income

• Bond ratings

• Overall net debt as percent of full market property value
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• Unemplovment rate

Median household income

• Property tax revenue collection rate

• Property tax revenues as a percent of full market property value

It must be emphasized that the financial indicators found in this guidance might not
present the most complete picture of a permittee' s financial capability to fund the CSO controls.
However, the financial indicators do provide a common basis for financial burden discussions
between the permittee and EPA and state NPDES authorities Since flexibilitv is an important
aspect of the CSO Policy. permittees are encouraged to submit any additional documentation that
would create a more accurate and complete picture of their fInancial capabilitv.

Although this guidance focuses on the role of financial capability for development of an
implementation schedule for CSO controls, the financial capability analysis process can be useful
for the identification and evaluation of long-term control alternatives in the LTCP.

The second goal is to assist the permittee, EPA and state NPDES authorities in
cooperatively developing CSO control implementation schedules. This will involve an evaluation
of the following environmental and financial considerations listed in the CSO Policy

• Eliminating overflows to sensitive areas

• Use impairment

• Financial capabilitv

• Grant and loan availability

• Previous and current sewer user fees and rate structures

• Other viable funding mechanisms and sources of financing

This guidance does not recommend specific schedules for implementation of the CSO
controls based on financial capability or other considerations identified in the CSO Policy. It
does, however, provide general boundaries to aid all parties in negotiating reasonable and
effective schedules for implementation of the CSO controls.

[t is important to recognize that scheduling flexibility is not the only form of relief
available to permittees The CWA and EPA regulations provide mechanisms for the review and
revision ofWQS. The CSO Policy also encourages the "review and revision, as appropriate, of
water quality standards and their implementation procedures when developing CSO control plans
to refleet the site-specific wet weather impaets of CSOs." During the process of developing the
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LTCP, the permittee should consult with NPOES and WQS authorities to share information on
the water quality impacts ofCSOs, the attainability ofWQS, and the appropriate water quality
based requirements of the permit. [t may be appropriate to conduct a use attainabilitv analvsis and. .' .
revisit existing designated uses in order to ensure that the LTCP selected will be sufficient to
attain WQS. EPA's "Interim Economic Guidance for Water Quality Standards-Workbook"(EPA
823-8-95-002) provides an approach for assessing whether a water pollution project will impose
"substantial and widespread social and economic impacts," as defined in EPA regulations

Organization of Guidance

Section II summarizes a two phase approach for assessing a permittee's financial
capability to implement CSO controls. Section III describes the first phase which calculates the
financial impact of wastewater and CSO comrols on individual households. Section IV describes
the second phase used to calculate a permittee' s debt, socioeconomic and financial conditions.
The results of the first and second phases are combined to give an overall assessment ofa
permittee's financial capabilitv to be used in CSO schedule developmem. Although financial
capability is only one factor in schedule development. a major portion of this guidance is devoted
to financial capability assessment because of the complexity of the process and its importance.
Section V describes the schedule development process for implementing CSO controls, and
details how environmental and financial considerations influence schedule development.

Audience

This guidance is designed for use by permittees, EPA and state NPOES authorities, and
other personnel with CSO planning and permitting responsibilities. It is written in a format that
allows individuals with limited municipal financial assessment experience to conduct CSO
financial capability assessments and negotiate reasonable CSO implementation schedules.
Individuals with experience in establishing schedules for enforcement orders and reviewing
financial capability assessments under the Water Quality Standards, Construction Grants and State
Revolving Fund (SRF) programs will be able to quickly and efficiently conduct the assessment
detailed in this guidebook.
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II. CSO FINANCIAL CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT APPROACH

This section describes a process for evaluating parameters that measure a permittee's
financial capability to implement CSO controls. The process reflects the experience of EPA in the
Water Quality Standards (WQS) program, Construction Grants program, State Revolving Fund
(SRF) program and the water enforcement program. Experience with these programs provides
the foundation upon which EPA has built the CSO financial capabilitv assessment approach.

In the WQS program, economic factors are considered in the process of modifYing WQS
State WQS authorities conduct economic analysis of the impacts that will result from treatment
levels beyond the technology-based requirements of the Clean Water Act EPA's "Interim
Economic Guidance for Water Quality Standards" (EPA 823-8-95-002) provides an approach
for assessing substantial and widespread social and economic impacts of specific water pollution
control projects The process to identifY "substantial" impacts is similar to the process used in this
guidance to analyze financial capability and its implications for scheduling CSO controls

Under the Construction Grants Program, financial capability assessments were conducted
by municipalities and reviewed by EPA to demonstrate that municipalities had the ability to pay
for the capital investments and the costs for operation and maintenance of the wastewater
facilities. The assessments measured the financial conditions of the municipality and the financial
burden the proposed projects imposed on households. Some of the financial indicators used in the
demonstrations were similar to those used in this guidance. The demonstration procedure is
described in EPA's "Financial Capability Guidebook" (1984)

As part of SRF program implementation, states devised financial capability assessment
procedures for loan applicants Often the procedures include a review of the same financial
indicators described in this document.

The Agency's water enforcement program conducts detailed evaluations of a permittee's
current financial conditions to assess the amount of penalty that can be borne by the permittee for
violations of the CWA. The evaluations frequently include financial indicators used in this
guidance.

The CSO financial capability assessment process also reflects the approach taken by bond
rating agencies and other investment industry firms to assess a municipality's or wastewater
utility's overall financial condition and credit capacity. The bond rating agencies generally use the
same types of financial information when they evaluate specific bond issues. Rating agencies
evaluate this information to determine the overall financial health of an issuer and identifY any
factors that could make it difficult for the permittee to repay its bonds. The approach developed
for the CSO financial capability assessment incorporates the principles used by the rating agencies.
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The Two-Phase Approach

The guidance presents a two-phase approach to assessing a permittee's financial capability.
The first phase identifies the combined impact of wastewater and CSO control costs on individual
households. The second phase examines the debt, socioeconomic, and financial conditions of a
permittee. The results of the two-phase analysis are combined in a Financial Capability Matrix.
Permittees and the WQS and NPDES authorities can use this matrix to assess the financial burden
of the CSO control costs and establish reasonable schedules to implement the CSO controls.

Phase one determines a Residential Indicator This indicator is the permittee's average
cost per household (CPH) for wastewater treatment (WWT) and CSO controls as a percentage of
the local median household income (MHl) It retlects the residential share of current and planned
WWT and CSO controls needed to meet the requirements of the CWA A value range for this
indicator characterizes whether the costs impose a ""low," "mid-range" or '"high" financial impact
on residential users.

The second phase develops the Permittee Financial Capability Indicators. Six indicators
are used to evaluate the debt, socioeconomic, and financial conditions that affect a permittee's
financial capability to implement the CSO controls. These indicators serve as the basis for a
second phase analysis that will characterize the permittee's financial capability as "'weak," "mid
range" or "strong."

A Financial Capability Matrix combines the Residential Indicator (first phase) and
Permittee Financial Capability Indicators (second phase) to give an overall assessment of the
permittee's financial capability. This assessment can be used to help establish an appropriate CSO
control implementation schedule.

Since flexibility is an important component ofthe CSO Policy, WQS authorities, NPDES
authorities, EPA personnel, and permittees should communicate throughout the CSO control
planning process to coordinate the development of an effective LTCP This guidance document
provides all CSO participants with a structured yet tlexible approach for evaluating the financial
burden CSO controls place on permittees, It also recognizes the importance of this financial
burden when establishing a CSO control implementation schedule. The financial capability
information developed in this guidance provides a basis for the permittee and the NPDES
authorities to negotiate the implementation schedule for the CSO controls. However, when a
permittee believes that there are unique circumstances that would affect the conclusion of this
guidance, the permittee may submit documentation of its unique financial conditions to the
appropriate EPA or State NPDES authorities for consideration.
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Financial Benchmarks and Information Sources

The information used to develop the indicators needed for the financIal assessment is
drawn from several different sources. In general, this information should be available through a
combination oflocal, state, and Federal sources. Project cost information is available in the
LTep. Socioeconomic information, such as median household income, is available from census
data. Detailed financial information is available from a community'S annual financial statements.
Financial statements may be obtained directly from a communitv or, in most states, from the state
auditor's office which maintains a central file of audited reports. When the permittee's service
area involves more than one jurisdiction. it will be necessary to examine data for each jurisdiction
to develop the necessary data.
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III. PHASE ONE: THE RESIDENTIAL INDICATOR

The Residential Indicator measures the financial impact of the current and proposed WWT
and CSO controls on residential users. Development of this indicator stans with the
determination of the current and proposed \VWT and CSO control costs per household (CPH)
Second, the service area's CPH estimate and the median household income (MHI) are used to
calculate the Residential Indicator. Finally, the Residential Indicator is compared to established
tinancial impact ranges to determine whether CSO controls will produce a possible high, mid
range or low financial impact on the permittee·s residential users. Worksheets are provided to aid
in developing the Residential Indicator.

Developing CPH Estimate

The tlrst step in developing the CPH is to determine the permittee's total WWT and CSO
costs by adding together the current costs for existing wastewater treatment operations and the
projected costs for any proposed WWT and CSO controls. The next step is to calculate the
residential share of the total WWT and CSO costs. The final step is to calculate the CPH by
dividing the residential share of total WWT and CSO costs by the number of households in the
permittee's total wastewater service area.

Current WWT costs are defined as current annual wastewater operating and maintenance
expenses (excluding depreciation) plus current annual debt service (principal and interest) This
fairly represents cash expenses for current wastewater treatment operations. (Expenses for funded
depreciation, capital replacement funds, or other types of capital reserve funds are not included in
current WWT costs, because they represent a type of savings account rather than an actual
operation and maintenance expense.)

Estimates of projected costs are made for any proposed WWT projects and the CSO
controls. Any concerns about including specific proposedWWT projects or CSO controls in the
projected costs, or the length of the planning period, should be discussed with the appropriate
NPDES permitting and enforcement authorities. These costs are adjusted to current dollars (i.e.,
deflated) These include projected operation and maintenance expenses plus projected debt
service costs for any proposed WWT and the CSO controls. The residential or household costs
exclude the portion of expenses attributable to commercial, governmental and industrial
wastewater discharges. The information and calculations used to develop the CPH and the
Residential Indicator are presented in Worksheets I and 2 and their instructions.
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WQrksheet I InstructiQns

Enter the requested data on lines 100 thrQugh 109 The QperatiQn and maintenance CQsts
on lines 100 and 103 shQuld include all significant CQst categories, such as labor, chemicals,
utilities, administratiQn, and equipment replacement. DQ nQt include depreciatiQn Qn line 100 Qr
line 103. Adjust the prQjected annual WWT and CSO CQsts tQ current dQlIars using the average
annual natiQnal Consumer Price Index (CPI) inflatiQn rate for the past five years available from
the Bureau of LabQr Statistics. The CPI is used as a simple and reliable methQd Qf indexing
projected WWT CQsts and hQusehold incQme. For example, if the mQst recent tive year average
CPI is 4 percent, and the projected annual 0& M and debt service CQsts will begin in 2 years,
adjust the prQjected costs with the fQlIowing fQrmula:

. Jdjuslcd Pro/cered ('oSIS «'urren! Dollars) Projected COSTS y .ldjuS{IIICI1( i"aClor

The adjustment factQr can be calculated using the fQlIQwing fQrmula Qr the present value factQr
frQm the table Qn page 55

'. jdjustment r:acwr
(I t ('p/'r,m (I I .()·n~

925

The annualized debt service cost informatiQn fQr the prQjected WWT facilities and
projected CSO controls (Line 104) can be calculated using an annualization factQr Qbtained from
the table Qn page 56, which reflects the local bQrrowing interest rate and bQrrQwing term Qf the
permittee. FQr example, if the adjusted projected debt CQsts (current dQlIars) are $25,000,000 and
typical bQrrowing terms include an interest rate Qf eight percent Qver 20 years, then CQsts can be
annualized with the following calculation:

Annual Debt .)'en'ICe ('osIS -. Jdju.,.;ted Debt Costs x .-lnnualizGlIon Factor

"l",maf Deht .";en''-ce Cost -S25,OOO.()()O x .1019 S2,5..f7,500

The annualizatiQn factQr can be calculated using the fQlIQwing fQrmula:

Interest Rate
AnnuaJizathm Factor- ---'=::"':":"--'='--- t Interest Rale

(I ,Interest Ratey'<,Q,s

08
----"..::.,,--, .1l8 c !1l19
(I t .(8)'"
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The annualized debt service cost for the projected WWT facilities and projected CSO
controls is entered on line 104 Add the current and projected wastewater treatment and
projected CSO control costs to estimate the total \VWT and CSO costs (line 102 + line 105)

Calculate the residential share of the total cost (line 106) and enter on line 107.
The residential share of total costs (line 107) is computed by multiplying the percent of total
wastewater flow including infiltration and inflow attributable to residential users by the total costs
(line 106) For example, for a permittee with the following characteristics

Total Costs:
Residential Flow:
Total Flow:

$12.000.000
10.5 Million Gallons per Day
13. I Million Gallons per Day

The residential share of the total cost is

Neste/emial Share (I( ( 'OSIS

Residential ,)'/wre (~( ('os's

Ni!sideflfwl WaSh'water I'lol!'
rowl ('oSlS " ="",=:::""'---:c;-

Towl Jt'astewater "'ow

I (l.S ., lillion Gallons Per lJav
$ I 2.IJ( )( J. IJ(JlJ , -;":'7-':-.:.:c;c=--;=;::c;;.=.:.,:-:~=

1.1 ( ..\li1lioll Gallons Fer Day

$9.6IJIJ.OIlIl

Calculate the CPH (line 109) by dividing total residential share costs (line 107) by the total
number of households (line 108) in the permittee' s total wastewater service area.

Data Sources

The permittee' s latest financial reports should be available to develop the current
wastewater treatment costs. In order to comply with accounting requirements, most permittees
develop a combined statement of revenues, expenses, and changes in fund balance. These reports
should be available directly from the permittee, or, in some states, from central records kept by
the state auditor or other state offices. (Many states conduct audits and generate financial reports
- ie., balance sheet, statement of revenues, expenses, and changes in fund balance, and statement
of cash flows, for each permittee.) Projected costs and households in the wastewater service area
should be available through planning documents. The Bureau of Labor Statistics frequently has
data on the number of households in the service area.

The Consumer Price Index rate (CPO should be the average rate for the previous five
years. The CPI is available through the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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COST PER HOUSEHOLD
Worksheet I

Current WWT Costs

Annual Operations and
Maintenance Expenses (Excluding
Depreciation)

Line Number

100

• Annual Debt Service (Principal
and Interest)

'Subtotal'
(Line 100 + Line 101)

101

102

Projected WWT and CSO Costs
(Current Dollars)

Estimated Annual Operations and
Maintenance Expenses (Excluding
Depreciation)

Annual Debt Service (Principal
and Interest)

'Subtotal'
(Line 103 + Line 104)

Total Current and Projected WWT and
CSO Costs (Line 102 + Line 105)

Residential Share of Total WWT and
CSO Costs

Total number of Households in Service
Area

Cost Per Household
(Line I07 ~ Line 108)

esa Guidance for Fmanclal Capability Assessment and Schedule Development
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104
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107
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Developing the MHI Estimate

The second step in developing the Residential Indicator is to determine the adjusted median
household income (MHl) for the permittee's entire wastewater service area. Information and
calculations used to develop the adjusted MHI value are presented in Worksheet 2 and its
instructions.

Worksheet 2 Instructions

Enter the requested information on Worksheet 2, lines 201 through 203 MHI from the
latest census year should be adjusted to current year dollars with the average CPI inflation rate
from the latest census year to the current year using the following formula

ldjllsfed\f!fl \!/f! .~. Idjuslmen! rac/or

The MHI adjustment factor can be calculated using the following formula or the inflation
adjustment factor from the table on page 58

For example, if a permittee's MHI was $30,000 in the 1990 census year, the average annual
CPI since 1990 was 4 percent and the current year is 1992, the following calculation would be
made to adjust the MHI to current dollars:

.ldjuslme11l Factor (11-.0-4)I~)Q:-19Q(1 1.0816

Ad/usted J/lff $30,000' 1.0816 S32.H8

On Worksheet 2, calculate the adjusted MHI by entering the latest census MHI value on line
20 I. Then enter the MHI Adjustment Factor on line 202. Finally, multiply the MHI (line 201) by
the Adjustment Factor (line 202) and enter the Adjusted MHI on line 203.
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RESIDENTIAL INDICATOR
Worksheet 2

Median Household Income (MHO

• Census Year MHI

• MHI Adjustment Factor

• Adjusted MHI (Line 201 x Line 202)

Annual WWT and CSO Control Cost
Per Household (CPH)
(Line 109)

Residential Indicator:

Annual Wastewater and CSO Control
Costs per Household as a percent of
Adjusted Median Household Income
(CPH as % MHI)
(Line 204 ~ Line 203 x 100)

esa GUidance for Financial Capability Assessment and Schedule Development
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203
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If the permittee's service area includes more than one jurisdiction. it may be necessarv to
develop a weighted MHI for the entire service area. The Bureau ofCensus's'designated MHI
areas generally encompass most permittees' service areas. For this reason. the calculation of a
weighted MHI usually will not be necessary to reasonably represent the permittee's MHI. When a
weighted MHI must be acquired. a weight would be assigned to each jurisdiction to reflect its
share of the total households.

The following example illustrates how to develop a weighted MHI value before adjusting it
to current year dollars. If a permittee is a regional authority that serves three local jurisdictions,
the weighted average MHI would be calculated as follows

Number of
Jurisdiction MHI Households (HH)

A $30.000 100.000

B $45.000 25,000

C $25,000 50,000

175,000

Weighted AIlII

Data Sources

(

[[f[ ,

,1[Ifl, '
To/a' flH)

$)0.01111/ 11111.111111)
\ 175.01111

$17,143

$30.715

l Iflf J'I [IIIB "
Total III[

H5.000( 25.000 )
175.01111 )

$6.429

(
[If[ J..IIIIl r

r TOiallfl!

$25.000/ 50.000 )
\ 175.1100

$7.143

Median household income is available for most communities from the latest census. In the few
cases where a local jurisdiction's MHI is not available, the surrounding county's MHI may be
sufficient. Each state has a state data center that serves as a local source of census data for public
use. This center may be contacted to obtain the information available from the Bureau of Census
for use during this assessment (see Appendix B).
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Developing the Residential Indicator

Worksheet 2 Instructions

To calculate the Residential Indicator (line 205 of Worksheet 2), divide the annual WWT and
CSO control cost per household (line 109 transferred to line 204) by the Adjusted MHI (line 203)
and multiply by 100

Analyzing the Residential Indicator

The Residential Indicator will be used in the Financial Capability Matrix in Section IV to help
permittees, and EPA and state NPDES authorities determine reasonable and workable long-term
CSO control schedules. (The Residential Indicator does not provide special recognition for low
income groups since their influence is automatically reflected in the median household income
component of the indicators)

To assess the financial impact CSO controls may have on the permittee·s residential users,
the Residential Indicator is compared to the financial impact ranges that reflect EPA's previous
experience with water pollution control programs. These ranges are as follows:

Financial Impact Residential Indicator (CPH as 'Yo MHI)

Low Less than I 0 Percent of MHI

Mid-Range 1.0 - 2.0 Percent ofMHI

High Greater than 2.0 Percent of MHI

When the Residential Indicator is less than 1.0 percent, between \0 and 2.0 percent, and
greater than 2.0 percent, the financial impact on residential users to implement the CSO controls
will be characterized as "'low," "'mid-range," and "'high," respectively. Unless there are significant
weaknesses in a permittee's financial and socioeconomic conditions, second phase reviews for
permittees that have a low residential indicator score (less than \ 0) are unlikely to result in longer
implementation schedules. Permittees with low residential indicators may wish to forego the
second phase analysis and proceed with the normal engineering and construction implementation
schedule developed as part of the CSO planning process.

In situations where a permittee believes that there are unique circumstances that would affect
the conclusion of the first phase, the permittee may submit documentation of its unique financial
conditions to the appropriate state NPDES and EPA authorities for consideration.
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IV. PHASE TWO: PERMITTEE FINANCIAL CAPABILITY INDICATORS

In the second phase. selected indicators are assessed to evaluate the tinancial capability of the
permittee. These indicators will examine the permittee's debt burden. socioeconomic conditions.
and financial operations. The second-phase review examines three general categories of financial
capability indicators for the permittee:

Debt Indicators - Assess current debt burden of the permittee or the communities
within the permittee's service area and their ability to issue additional debt to
finance the CSO controls. The indicators selected for this purpose are

Bond Ratings (General Obligation and/or Revenue Bond Fund)

Overall Net Debt as a Percent of Full Market Property Value

• Socioeconomic Indicators - Assess the general economic well-being of residential
users in the permittee's service area. The indicators selected for this purpose are:

Unemployment Rate

Median Household Income

Financial Management Indicators - Evaluate the permittee's overall ability to
manage financial operations. The indicators selected for this purpose are

Property Tax Revenue Collection Rate

Property Tax Revenues as a Percent of Full Market Property Value

Even though the financial capability analysis reflects current conditions. pending changes in
the service area should be considered in development of the second phase indicators. For example,
if the current unemployment rate is high, but there is a new plant opening that will stimulate
economic growth, the unemployment indicators for the service area would need to be modified to
reflect the projected impact of the new plant. The permittee should submit documentation of such
conditions to the appropriate EPA and state NPDES authorities for consideration. When the
permittee is a sanitary district, sewer authority or similar entity, the second phase indicators related
to property values and tax revenues may not be applicable In those circumstances, the permittee
may simply use the remaining indicators or submit other related documentation that will help assess
its financial capability to implement the CSO controls.
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DEBT INDICATORS

The debt indicators described below were selected to assess the current debt burden
conditions and the ability to issue new debt. These indicators are the bond rating and overall net
debt as a percent of full market property value. When these indicators are not available for the
permittee, other financial data which illustrates debt burden and debt issuing capacity may be used
to assess the permittee's financial capability in this area.

Bond Rating

The information needed to evaluate the bond ratings is presented in Worksheet 3. Recent
bond ratings for the permittee and service area communities summarize a bond rating agency's
assessment ofa permittee's or community's credit capacity General obligation (GO.) bonds are
bonds issued by a local government and repaid with taxes (usually property taxes). They are the
primary long-term debt funding mechanism in use by local governments. General obligation bond
ratings reflect financial and socioeconomic conditions experienced by the community as a whole.

"Revenue bond" ratings, by comparison, reflect the financial conditions and management
capability of the wastewater utility. They are repaid with revenues generated from user fees.
Revenue bonds are sometimes referred to as water or sewer bonds. In some cases these bonds
may have been issued by the state on behalf oflocal communities (Additional information on
bonds is contained in EPA's Combined Sewer Overflows-Guidance For Funding Options (EPA
832-B-95-007 )

Bond ratings normally incorporate an analysis of many financial capability indicators. These
analyses evaluate the long term trends and current conditions for the indicators. The ultimate bond
ratings reflect a general assessment of the current financial conditions. However, if security
enhancements like bond insurance have been used for a revenue bond issue, the bond rating mav be
higher than justified by the local conditions.

Many small and medium-sized communities and permittees have not used debt fInancing for
projects and, as a result, have no bond rating. The absence of bond rating does not indicate strong
or weak financial health. When a bond rating is not available, this indicator may be excluded from
the financial analysis.
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WQrksheet 3 InstruclIQnS

Enter the mQst recent bQnd ratings Qn WQrksheet 3, lines 30 I and 302. NQte that ratings are
requested fQr general Qbligation bQnds and revenue bonds When there are several different bQnd
ratings, enter the mQst recent bond rating on Line 303 as the summarv bond rating.

Data SQurces

Municipal bQnd reports from rating agencies (e.g., MQQdy's Bond RecQrd, Standard &
PQQr's CQrpQratiQn) provide recent ratings.

Benchmarks

MQQdy's InvestQr Services

"Baa" is the minimum investment grade rating. See A/oody's on Mlllllcipais - WI

Il1frodlictlO" to ISSlllllg Dehl fQr a description QfbQnd ratings.

Moody's Investor Services' Ratings

•
•
•

Weak:
Mid-Range:
Strong:

Ba, B, Caa, Ca, C
Baa
Aaa, AA, A

Standard & POQr's

"BBB" is the minimum investment grade rating. See Standard & Poor's MlIlllclpal Finance
Criteria fQr a descrIption of bond ratings.

Standard and PQor's Ratings

•
•
•

Weak:
Mid-Range
Strong:

BB, B, CCC, CC, C, D
BBB
AAA, AA, A
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BOND RATING
Worksheet 3
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Overall Net Debt as a Percent of Full Market Property Value

DescriptiQn

Overall net debt is debt repaid by property taxes in the permittee's service area. It excludes
debt which is repaid by special user fees (e.g., revenue debt) This indicator provides a measure Qf
the debt burden Qn residents within the permittee's service area and measures the ability of IQcal
gQvernmental jurisdictiQns tQ issue additiQnal debt. It includes the debt issued directly by the IQcal
jurisdictiQn and debt Qf Qverlapping entities, such as schOQI districts. This indicatQr cQmpares the
level Qf debt Qwed by the service area population with the full market value Qf real property used
tQ SUPPQrt that debt and serves as a measure of financial wealth in the permittee's service area.
Information needed tQ develQp Qverall net debt as a percent of full market value is identified on
WQrksheet 4.

WQrksheet 4 Instructions

Enter requested data Qn Worksheet 4, lines 401 - 405.

Line 40 I - Direct Net Debt - Enter the amQunt of each jurisdictiQn's general obligation debt
outstanding that is supported by the property in the pennittee's service area, General
Qbligation bQnds are secured by the "full faith and credit" of the community and are payable
frQm general' tax revenues. This debt amount excludes general obligatiQn bQnds that are
payable frQm SQme dedicated user fees or specific revenue SQurce Qther than the general tax
revenues. These general QbligatiQn bQnds are called "dQuble-barreled bQnds'"

Line 402 - Debt of Overlapping Entities - Calculate the permittee's service area's share Qf any
debt frQm Qverlapping entities using the process illustrated belQw

I. Identify in Column A below each overlapping entity that has incurred debt that must be
partially supported by the permittee's service area. (Check the State assessQr's Qffice fQr
this infQrmatiQn)

2. Identify the tQtal amount of tax-supported outstanding debt for each overlapping entity in
CQlumn B. MQney in a sinking fund is not included in the Qutstanding debt since it
represents periQdic depQsits intQ an account tQ ensure the availability Qf sufficient mQnies
tQ make timely debt service payments.

3. Identify the percentage Qf each Qverlapping entity's Qutstanding debt charged tQ perSQns
Qr property in the permittee's service area in CQlumn C. The percentage is based Qn the
estimated full market value of real property of the respective jurisdictiQns.
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4. Multiply the total outstanding debt of each overlapping entity by the percentage identified
for the permittee's service area (Column B x C)

5. Add the figures in Column 0 to arrive at total overlapping debt for permittee's service
;;u-ea.

(A) (B) (C) (D)
Overlapping Outstanding Percent Chargeable Outstanding

Entities Debt (less to Permittee's Debt Attributable
Sinking Fund) Service Area to Permittee's

Service Area

Coumv $10,500.000 25% $2,625.000

School District 16.800.000 95% 15.960.000

Total! Overlapping
Debt $18,585.000

LiIr: 403 - Overall Net Debt - Add lines 40 I and 402.

UJre 404 - Market Value of Property - The property value should reflect the full market
vaIme of property within the permittee's service area. It is possible that the tax assessed
fllIli!IPerty value will not reflect full market value. This occurs when the tax assessment ratio is
less than one. In such cases the full market value of property is computed by dividing the
tolllal tax assessment value by the assessment ratio (the assessment ratio represents the
!*~tage of the full market value that is taxed at the established tax rate). For example, if
tlrenssessed value is $1,000,000 and the assessment ratio is 50 percent then the full market
Vlklue ofreal property is $1,000,0001.50= 52,000,000

Line 405 - Overall Net Debt as a Percent of Full Market Propeny Value - Divide line 403 by
IiIre 404 and multiply by 100.
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Data Sources

Debt information is available from the Iinancial slatemenrs of each communitv In most cases
the most recent financial statements are on tile with the state (e.g .. State Auditor's Office).
Overlapping debt mayor may not be provided in a communi tv's financial statements. The property
assessment data should be readily available through the community or the State's assessor office.
The boundary of most permittees' service areas generally conforms to one or more community
boundaries. Therefore. prorating communitv data to reflect specific service area boundaries is not
normally necessary for evaluating the general fmancial capability of the permittee

Benchmarks

•
•
•

Weak:
Mid-range
Strong:

Above 5%
2-5%
Below 2%
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OVERALL NET DEBT AS A PERCENT OF FULL MARKET PROPERTY VALUE
Worksheet 4

Line Number
Direct Net Debt
(G.O Bonds Excluding Double-
Barreled Bonds) 401

• Debt of Overlapping Entities
(Proportionate Share of
Multijurisdictional Debt) 402

Overall Net Debt
(Lines 401+402) 403

Market Value of Property 404

• Overall Net Debt as a Percent of
Full Market Property Value
(Line 403 divided by
Line 404 x 100) 405
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SOCIOECONOMIC INDICATORS

The socioeconomic indicators are used to assess the general economic well-being of
residential users in the permittee's service area. The indicators used to assess economic conditions
are unemployment rate and median household income. When the permittee has additional
socioeconomic data, it may want to submit the data to the appropriate EPA and state NPDES
authorities to facilitate a better understanding of the permittee's unique economic conditions.
Several examples of this type of socioeconomic data could be poverty rate. population growth, and
employment projections.

Unemployment Rate

Unemployment information is entered on Worksheet 5. The unemployment rate is defined as
the percent of a permittee's service area residents on the unemployment rolls.

Worksheet 5 Instructions

Unemployment values are entered on lines 501 - 503 on Worksheet 5. If the unemployment
rate for a permittee's service area is not available, the unemployment rate for the county in which
the service area is located may be used as a substitute. On line 503, enter the average national
unemployment rate.

Data Sources

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) maintains current unemployment rate figures for
municipalities and counties over 25,000 population. National and state unemployment data are
also available for comparison purposes. This information can be obtained from the BLS by
request at (202) 606-6392.

Benchmarks

Compare the permittee's unemployment values with the national average values. National
averages are readily available through the Bureau of Labor Statistics

•
•
•

Weak:
Mid-range:
Strong:

More than I percentage point above the National Average
± I percentage point of the National Average
More than 1 percentage point below National Average

For example, if the national average unemployment rate is 6 percent, an unemployment rate greater
than 7 percent would be considered weak, while an unemployment rate less than 5 percent would
be considered strong.
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•

•

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE
Worksheet 5

Unemployment Rate - Permittee

Source:

Unemployment Rate - County
(use if permittee's rate is
unavailable)

Source:

Line Number

501

502

Benchmark:

• Average National
Unemployment Rate 503

• Source:
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Median Household Income

Median household income (MHI) is defined as the median amount of total income dollars
received per household during a calendar year in a given area. It serves as an overall indicator of
community earning capacity. Worksheet 6 is used to present information for this indicator.

Worksheet 6 lnstructions

Median household income was discussed during the first phase assessment and is presented
on Worksheet 2. On line 601 of Worksheet 6. enter the adjusted MHI from Worksheet 2 (line
203) Use the MHI adjustment tactor from Worksheet 2 (line 202) to calculate the adjusted
national MHI from the latest census, national i\illI value (line 602) and enter the value on Line
604.

Data Sources

Median household income is available through state data centers. Refer to Worksheet 2 for
MHI of the permittee's service area. Refer to Appendix B for the address and telephone number of
the state's data center to acquire the latest census national MHI value.

Benchmarks

Compare the permittee's MHI to the adjusted nationalMHI

•
•
•

Weak:
Mid-Range
Strong:

More than 25% below Adjusted National MHI
± 25% of the Adjusted National MHI
More than 25% above Adjusted National MHI
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MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME
Worksheet 6

Median Household Income 
Permittee (Line 203)

Source:

Benchmark:

Line Number

601

•

•

•

Census Year National MHI

MHI Adjustment Factor
(line 202)

Adjusted National MHI
(line 602 x line 603)

602

603

604

• Source:
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT INDICATORS

The financial management indicators used to evaluate a permittee' s financial management
ability are property tax revenue as a percent of full market value of real property and property tax
revenue collection rate.

Property Tax Revenues as a Percent of Full Market Property Value

This. indicator can be referred to as the "property tax burden" since it indicates the funding
capacity available to support debt based on the wealth of the community. It also reflects the
effectiveness of management in providing community services.

Worksheet 7 Tnstmctions

Property tax burden is computed on Worksheet 7 The full market value of real property was
calculated in Worksheet 4. line 404. Enter the full market value on line 701. Enter the most recent
year's property tax revenue on line 702. General fund revenues are primarily propertv tax receipts.

Data Sources

The property assessment data should be readily available through the community or the
State's assessor office (see Worksheet 4, Line 404) Property tax revenues are available in
communities' annual financial statements. Occasionally, the assessment and tax revenue data of
communities partially serviced by the permittee may have to be prorated to provide a clearer
picture of the permittee's property tax burden.

Benchmarks

• Weak:
• Mid-range:
• Strong:

Above 4%
2%-4%
Below 2%.
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PROPERTY TAX REVENUES AS A PERCENT OF FULL MARKET PROPERTY
VALUE

Worksheet 7

•

•

Full Market Value of Real
Property (Line 404)

Property Tax Revenues

Property Tax Revenue as a
Percent of Full Market Property
Value
(702 -7 701 x 100)

CSO Guidance for Financial Capability Assessment and Schedule Development
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Property Tax Revenue Collection Rate

The property tax revenue collection rate is an indicator of the etfIciencv of the tax collection
system and the acceptability of tax levels to residents

Worksheet 8 Instructions

The property tax revenue collection rate is calculated on Worksheet 8. The property tax
revenues collected was listed in Worksheet 7, Line 702. Enter this value on line 80 I Enter the
property taxes levied on line 802. Divide the property tax revenue collected by the property taxes
levied and multiply by 100 to present the collection rate as a percentage on line 803.

Data Sources

Property taxes levied can be computed by multiplying the assessed value of reai property by
the property tax rate, both of which are available from a community's financial statements or the
state assessor's office (see Worksheet 4, Line 404). Property tax revenues are available in
communities' annual financial statements. Occasionally, the assessment and tax revenue data of
communities partially serviced by the permittee may have to be prorated to provide a clearer
picture of the permittee's property tax revenue collection rate.

Benchmarks

• Weak
• Mid-range:
• Strong:

Below 94%
94-98%
Above 98%.
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PROPERTY TAX REVENUE COLLECTION RATE
Worksheet 8

•

•

Property Tax Revenue Collected
(Line 702)

Property Taxes Levied

Property Tax Revenue Collection
Rate
(line 801 c- line 802 x 100)
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Analyzing Permittee Financial Capability Indicators

This section describes how the indicators in the second phase may be used to generate an
overall score of a permittee's financial capabilitv The indicators are compared to national
benchmarks to form an overall assessment of the permittee's financial capability and its effect on
implemention schedules in the long-term CSO control plan.

In situations where a permittee believes that there are unique circumstances that would affect
the conclusion of the second phase, the permittee may submit documentation of its unique financial
conditions to the appropriate EPA and state NPDES authorities for consideration. The purpose of
additional information is to clarifY unique circumstances which are not fairly represented by the
overall scores of the selected indicators. An example could be where a state or community
imposes restrictions on property taxes

Worksheet 9 Instmctions

The indicators generated from the worksheets are compared to the state, national or industry
benchmarks presented in Table 2. Information compiled from Worksheets 3 through 8 is
summarized in Column A on Worksheet 9. Score each of these values using the rating standards in
Table 2 and the following score benchmarks and enter the appropriate number in Column B, The
score definitions are:

Benchmarks
• Weak
• Mid-Range
• Strong

~

I
2
3

To calculate an average score for the indicators, total the values in Column B and divide by the
number of entries. Enter the average score on Line 907.

If it is not possible to develop one or more of the six indicators, the permittee should explain
why the indicator is inappropriate or unavailable. Since the point of the analysis is to measure the
overall financial burden of the CSO controls, the debt and socioeconomic indicators are generally
better measures of this burden than the financial management indicators. Consequently, if one of
the debt or socioeconomic indicators is not available, the two financial management indicators
should be averaged and used as a single indicator to average with the available debt and
socioeconomic indicators, This averaging is necessary so that undue weight is not given to the
financial management indicators.
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PERMITTEE FINANCIAL CAPABILITY INDICATOR BENCHMARKS
Table 2

Indicator Strong Mid-Range Weak

Bond Rating AAA-A (S&P) or BBB (S&P) BB-D (S&P)
Aaa-A (Moody's) Baa (Moody's) Ba-C (Moody's)

Overall Net Debt as a Below 2% 2%- 5% Above 5%
Percent of Full
Market Propeny
Value

Unemployment Rate More than I ± I Percentage Point \;fore than I
Percentage Point of National Average Percentage Point
Below the National Above the National
Average Average

Median Household More than 25% ±25% of Adjusted More than 25%
Income Above Adjusted National MHI Below Adjusted

National MHI National MHI

Propeny Tax Below 2% 2%-4% Above 4%
Revenues as a
Percent of Full
Market Property
Value

Property Tax Above 98% 94% - 98% Below 94%
Collection Rate
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SUMMARY OF PERMITTEE FINANCIAL CAPABILITY INDICATORS
Worksheet 9

IndOlor

BonCl! Rating (Line 303)

OveraJll Net Debt as a
Permlnt of Full Market
Property Value
(Iine<W5)

Unel2lployment Rate (Line
SOn

Mediian Household Income
(Line601)

Propeo.n:y Tax Revenues as
a Percent of Full Market
Property Value (Line 703)

Property Tax Revenue
Collontion Rate
(Li IllIe llro3 )

Pernnittee Indicators Score
(SumlGllfColumn B c

Numiber of Entries)

Column A:
Actual Value

Column B:
Score

Line Number

901

902

903

904

905

906

907
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The Financial Capahility Matrix

The results of the Residential Indicator and the Permittee Financial Capabilitv Indicators
analyses are combined in the Financial Capabilitv Matrix to evaluate the level of financial burden
the CSO controls may impose on a permittee This matrix can be used bv permittees. EPA and
state NPDES authorities to establish reasonable and workable CSO control implementation
schedules.

Worksheet 10 Instructions

First, enter the value of the Residential Indicator (Cost Per Household as a % of MHI) from
Line 205 (Worksheet 2) on Line 1001 of Worksheet 10. Enter the Permittee Financial Capability
Indicators score from Line 907 (Worksheet 9) on Line 1002. With this information. tind the
financial burden category for the permittee in the Financial Impact Matrix (Table 3) Enter the
category on line 1003.

For example, if the Residential Indicator from Line 1001 is 13% and the Permittee Financial
Capability Indicators score from Line 1002 is 2.1. the Financial Capability Matrix would indicate
that implementation of the CSO control would be "Medium Burden" for the permittee.

The result from the Financial Capability Matrix is used to develop a CSO implementation
schedule as described in Section V: CSO Schedule Development
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•

FINANCIAL CAPABILITY MATRIX SCORE
Worksheet 10

Residential Indicator Score (Line
205)

Permittee Financial Capability
Indicators Score (Line 907)

Financial Capability Matrix
Category (see matrix next page)

Guidance tor Financial Capability Assessment and Schedule Development
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1002

1003
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FINANCIAL CAPABILITY '\-IATRIX
Table 3

Residential Indicator
Permittee (Cost Per Household as a % of MHl)

Financial
Capability

Indicators Score Low Mid-Range High
(SocIOeconomic, Debt (Below 10 %) (Between 1.0 and (Above 2.0 %)

and Financial 2.0%)

Indicators)

Weak
(Below 15) Medium Burden High Burden High Burden

Mid-Range
(Between 1.5 and 2.5) Low Burden Medium Burden High Burden

Strong
(Above 25) Low Burden Low Burden Medium Burden
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V. CSO SCHEDULE DEVELOPMENT

The CSO Policy recognizes that the causes and impacts of CSOs are site-specific water
pollution control problems Identification of CSO controls involves evaluation of sil.!nificant
technical, environmental, and financial issues Therefore. the CSO Policy provides an opportunity
for flexible, phased implementation of CSO controls to achieve compliance with the technology
based and water quality based requirements of the Clean Water Act.

Under the CSO Policy, permittees with combined sewer systems are expected to implement
the nine minimum CSO controls as expeditiously as possible but no later than January I, 1997.

, ,

The nine minimum controls are technology-based controls that can reduce the magnitude, duration,
and frequency of CSOs and their effects on receiving waters (See guidance: Comhilled Sewer
()verflow.~-G/lidanceforNine Minim11m COII/ro!s (EPA 832-8-95-003)) These minimum
controls are not intended to require significant engineering activities or major construction.

Permittees with combined sewer systems are also expected to develop long-term control
plans (LTCPs) that include provisions for public participation. monitoring ofCSOs and their
impacts, evaluation and selection of control alternatives, and implementation schedules for long
term controls. A permittee is expected to develop its LTCP as soon as practicable, but generally
within two years after a requirement to develop an LTCP has been specified in its NPDES permit
or other enforceable mechanism. The development and implementation of an LTCP will be
coordinated with implementation of the nine minimum controls. Development of the LTCP
involves negotiations with the EPA and state NPDES authorities and if appropriate. state WQS
authorities. Among other components the LTCP contains fixed-date implementation and financing
schedules to design and construct the needed CSO controls.

The CSO Policy recognizes the need to address the relative importance of environmental and
financial issues when developing an implementation schedule for CSO controls to be contained in
the LTCP and the NPDES permit or other enforceable mechanism. According to the CSO Policy,
an implementation schedule "may be phased based on the relative importance of adverse impacts
on WQS and designated uses, priority projects identified in the long-term plan, and on a
permittee's financial capability." The CSO Policy identifies the following environmental and
financial considerations that may affect the phasing of an implementation schedule for CSO
controls:

• Eliminating overflows to sensitive areas

• Use impairment

• Financial capability

• Grant and loan availability

• Previous and current sewer user fees and rate structures
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• Other viable funding mechanisms and sources of financing.

These factors, may warrant phasing the CSO control implementation schedules in a manner
other than would be prescribed bv logical engineering sequencing and normal construction
practices. This section illustrates how these considerations may affect scheduling and provides
some general scheduling boundaries to aid all parries in negotiating the final implementation
schedule for CSO controls.

Scheduling is first considered during the permittee's development of an LTCP. The LTCP
should assess CSO control alternatives including estimated design and construction time
requirements for various components of the CSO controls. In general. CSO controls should be
implemented as expeditiously as possible.

The permittee should first develop a tentative implementation schedule based on logical
engineering sequencing and normal construction practices. The permittee should complete a
critical path analysis to identify the shorrest implementation schedule that will achieve the control
objectives identified in the LTCP (See guidance: Cumhllled Sewer ()verj7ows-G/lldance[or Long
lerm COlllrol Plan (/~PA 1132-/3-95-0(2)). As a result of negotiations with state NPDES and
EPA authorities, it may be appropriate to modify the tentative design and construction schedule
based on the environmental and financial considerations listed above.

In general, the final negotiated schedule for CSO controls would reflect two types of
modifications to the engineering and construction schedule. First, where CSOs discharge to,
sensitive or significantly use-impaired water bodies, the final schedule would provide for expedited
implementation of the controls for these discharges. Second, the schedules may be phased or
extended to reflect the significance of various financial considerations, particularly financial
capability. The number of years to implement the CSO controls would be negotiated between the
permittee, EPA and state NPDES authorities.

The following discussion provides more information on environmental and iinancial
considerations that affect implementation schedules for CSO controls..
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERAnONS

Discharges to Sensitive Areas

The CSO Control Policy states that a permittee' s LTCP should give the highest priority to
"sensitive areas." Sensitive areas are identified by the NPDES permitting authorities They
include the following:

• Outstanding National Resource Waters

• National Marine Sanctuaries

• Waters with threatened or endangered species and their habitat

• Waters with primary contact recreation

• Public drinking water intakes or their designated protection areas

• Shellfish beds.

For discharges to sensitive areas. the CSO Control Policy provides the following approaches:

• Prohibit new or significantly increased overflows

• Eliminate or relocate overflows

• Where elimination or relocation is not feasible. provide treatment to meet WQS and
regularly reassess the feasibility of prohibition. elimination. or relocation.

During the planning process the permittee should characterize existing CSO conditions and
identify receiving waters that are sensitive areas. The LTCP should give priority to sensitive areas
and any implementation schedule should sequence projects to mitigate impacts on sensitive areas
as early as possible. Giving high priority to sensitive areas might mean'in some cases that
discharges to non-sensitive areas would be addressed later in the implementation schedule than
would be the case under a normal engineering and construction schedule.

Use Impairment

Long-term control plans should also give priority to receiving waters that experience
recurring adverse impacts from CSOs on aquatic life. human health or aesthetics. Such waters may
be the subject of public or media concern.

As a result of public participation and discussion with the permitting authority. the permittee
should develop an implementation schedule that gives high priority to waters with impaired uses
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and addresses them as soon as possible. As was the case for sensitive areas. giving high priority to
certain use-impaired waters might mean that discharges to other waters would be addressed later
in the implementation schedule than would be the case under a normal engineering and
construction schedule.

The EPA document Combmed Sewer (h'erj/oll's -Gil/dance ./br ScreenmE( and Ranking
(EPA-832-B-95-00.J) can provide assistance in identifying which CSO discharge points are likely
to have the greatest adverse impact on water quality. aquatic life. or human health.
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PRIMARY FINANCIAL CONSIDERAnONS

Financial Capability

The CSO Control Policy recognizes that financial capabilitv is a significant factor in schedule
development A permittee's financial capabilitv is assessed according to where the permittee falls
on the Financial Capability Matrix calculated in. worksheet 10. The matrix characterizes the
financial burden on the permittee to implement CSO controls as either "Low Burden," "Medium
Burden." or "High Burden"

To aid permittees. and EPA and state NPDES authorities during the negotiations necessary
to establish implementation schedules for CSO controls, general time periods are presented in
Table 4 that correspond with the permittee's Financial Capability Matrix Score summarized in
Worksheet 10 The general implementation schedule time boundaries provide a basis for
developing consistent and reasonablv uniform implementation schedules across the nation in
situations where permittee's CSO controls impose similar financial burdens, The time boundaries
are not intended to replace the negotiations and deliberations necessary to balance all of the
environmental and financial considerations that influence the site specific nature of the controls and
implementation schedules.

FINANCIAL CAPABILITY GENERAL SCHEDULING BOUNDARIES
Table 4

Financial Capability Matrix Category Implementation Period

Low Burden Normal Engineering/Construction

Medium Burden Up to 10 years

High Burden Uptol5Years'

'(Schedule up to 20 years based on
negotiation with EPA and state NPDES
authorities)

Generally, a permittee in the "Low Burden" category would be expected to implement CSO
control projects based on a normal engineering and construction schedule, In all cases, discharge
to sensitive areas and impaired waters would be addressed on a high priority basis.

For permittees in the "Medium Burden" category, an implementation schedule up to 10 years
might be appropriate. A permittee in the "High Burden" category is likely to incur substantial
financial impacts to implement CSO controls; in such cases. an implementation schedule up to 15
years might be appropriate. In unusually "High Burden" situations, an implementation schedule up
to 20 years may be negotiated with state NPDES and EPA authorities.
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SECONDARY FINANCIAL CONSIDERAnONS

The three financial considerations--grant and loan availability. sewer user fees. and other
viable funding mechanisms--are normally investigated earlv in the process of establishinl! CSO

~ - -
controls. They are described in more detail in the EPA document ('omhllled Sewer
Overflows-Guidance/or Fllndlng Options (EPA-832-B-95-007) They are typicallv addressed
and resolved in the development of the financial schedule for the LTCP prior to design and
construction. Therefore, these considerations normally do not have a significant impact on the
length of time needed to implement CSO controls. An exception could occur in a case where a
permittee's CSO controls can be constructed quickly but where the only available CSO funding
source takes an inordinately long time to implement

Grant and Loan Availability

During the long-term planning process. the permittee should develop a financing plan that
identifies sources of capital funds. Generally. these will include some form ofloan or grant
Typically, availability of grants and loans will not have a significant impact on the implementation
schedule. [n evaluating the effect of grant and loan availability on the permittee's schedule. the
following funding sources would be considered:

• State wastewater treatment grant programs

• SRF Program

• State loan program (other than SRF program)

• Rura[ Utility Services Program (formerly: Rural Development Administration loan
program)

• CoBank loan program

• Commercial loans

• Local revenue bonds

• Local general obligation bonds
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Sewer User Fees

As part of the long-term planning process. the permittee should identifY existing user tees and
rate structures for wastewater treatment and then develop a new rate structure that includes
recovery of the costs for eso controls Depending upon how eso user fees are apportioned
among residential, commerciaL and industrial users. implementation of the LTep may cause fees
to increase significantly. In most cases, construction of the CSO controls occurs over an extended
period allowing time for an orderly increase in the user fees. Thus, user fees typically are unlikely
to have a significant impact on the implementation schedule. Combining increases in user fees with
an ongoing public education program can help ease the effects of "rate shock" related to the higher
user fees The EPA document "Building Support for Increasing User Fees," (EPA 430/09-89
006) provides specific details on creating a public education program to successfully raise user
fees.

Other Viable Funding Mechanisms and Sources of Funding

The permittee may have to consider alternate sources of funding ifloans and grants are not
available or if a need exists to reduce the financial impact of CSO controls on the users. In some
cases, alternative funding mechanisms or financing sources may require additional time to set up.
To evaluate the scheduling impacts of other viable funding mechanisms and sources of financing,
the permittee's ability to accomplish the following actions would be assessed:

• Establish special assessment districts

• Increase user fees

• Impose/increase taxes (such as income taxes, sales taxes, or property taxes)

• Privatize wastewater treatment.

Most permittees would be expected to have several of these options available; therefore other
viable funding mechanisms and sources of funding typically are not likely to have a significant
impact on the implementation schedule.

SCHEDULING CONSIDERAnONS

Establishing an implementation schedule for the CSO controls is a negotiating process
involving the permittee and EPA and state NPDES authorities. Normally, the time period for the
CSO control implementation schedule is defined by the time required for normal engineering and
construction practices. However, environmental and financial considerations can influence the
time allowed to complete the eso controls. The implementation schedule would always give high
priority to addressing the environmental considerations involving discharges to sensitive areas and
use-impaired water bodies. The eso controls for these discharges would be constructed as
expeditiously as possible. The implementation schedule can lengthen by phasing construction of
the CSO controls when financial considerations create a financial burden. The primary financial
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consideration which usually results in an extended implementation schedule with phased
construction is the financial capability consideration.

Application of environmental and financial considerations to the development of
implementation schedules for three hypothetical permittees is presented in Table 5.

Permittee number I required an eight year normal engineering/construction schedule to
implement the CSO controls. Negotiations between the permittee and EPA and the state NPDES
authorities resulted in agreement that four years would be allowed for the special circumstances of
the permittee's low-burden financial capability category. Therefore, the eight-year engineering
schedule took precedence over the financial consideration (therefore were no environmental
considerations), and the schedule for implementation of CSO controls was eight years

Permittee number 2 required three years to implement long-term controls under a normal
engineering/construction schedule. Negotiations with the NPDES and WQS authorities concluded
that four years would be necessary to obtain SRF loans. A four-year implementation schedule for
CSO controls was established by the NPDES permitting authority to accommodate the most time
consuming funding option.

Implementation of permittee number 3's CSO controls required a six-year normal
engineering/construction schedule. However, the following environmental and financial
considerations affected the final schedule

• One of the permittee's CSO outfalls discharges to a bathing beach. Bathing beaches are
defined as sensitive areas in the CSO Control Policy. Although a normal
engineering/construction schedule would have eliminated this outfall in four years, it was
determined that the schedule could be modified to eliminate this outfall in two years.

• The permittee's cost per household as percent of median household income is 2.2
percent, yielding a Residential Indicator of "Weak." The other socioeconomic, debt, and
financial indicators yield a Permittee Indicators score of 17, or "Mid-Range." According
to Table 3, these two indicators place the permittee in the "High-Burden" category for
financial capability.

• User fees will have to increase significantly.

The unusual nature of permittee number 3's "high burden" financial capability category
resulted in a sixteen-year schedule for this financial consideration after negotiations with the EPA
and state NPDES authorities. Therefore, the permittee would receive a sixteen-year schedule to
implement all CSO controls, with a special requirement that the CSO discharge to the bathing
beaches be removed in the first two years of the schedule.

It is important to note that the final CSO control implementation schedule established for
each permittee should be a time period that is negotiated between the permittee and EPA and state
NPDES authorities based on the specific circumstances of each permittee's environmental and
financial situation, plus the specific nature of any engineering and construction requirements.
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SCHEDULING CONSIDERATION FOR HYPOTHETICAL PERMITTEES
Table 5

Scheduling Permittee #1 Permittee #2 Permittee 11'3
Consideratioll

Engineering! Construction
Schedule 8 years 3 years 6 years

Sensitive Areas nla nla 2 years to remove discharges
from sensitive areas

Use Impairment nla nla 16 years

Financial Capability 4 years oyears oyears

Grant/Loan Availability
oyears 4 years oyears

User fees/rate Structures
oyears oyears oyears

Other Funding
Mechanisms oyears oyears oyears

Schedule: 8 years 4 years 16 years (removal of discharge
from sensitive area would occur
within first 2 years)
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The time periods presented in this guidance should be viewed as general boundaries to aid all
parties in establishing reasonable and effective CSO control implementation schedules.

It is important to note that the fmal CSO control implementation schedule established for
each permittee should be a time period that is negotiated between the permittee and EPA and state
NPDES authorities based on the specific circumstances of each permittee' s environmental and
financial situation, plus the specific nature of any engineering and construction requirements. The
time periods presented in this guidance should be viewed as general boundaries to aid all parties in
establishing reasonable and effective CSO control implementation schedules.
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CPH
CPI
CSS
CSO
CWA
EPA
LTCP
MHI
NMC
NPDES
SRF
WQS
WWT

ACRONYM LIST

Cost Per Household
Consumer Price Index
Combined Sewer System
Combined Sewer Overt1ow
Clean Water Act
Environmental Protection Agency
Long Term Control Plan
Median Household Income
Nine Minimum Controls
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
State Revolving Fund
Water Quality Standards
Wastewater Treatment
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14 0.870 0.758 0.661 0.577 0.505 0.442 0.388 0.340 0.299 0.263 0.232 0.205 0.181 0.1600.141
15 0.861 0.743 0.642 0.555 0.481 0.417 0.362 0.315 0.275 0.239 0.209 0.183 0.160 0.1400123
16 0.853 0.728 0.623 0.534 0.458 0.394 0.339 0.292 0.252 0.218 0.188 0.163 0.141 0.1230.107
17 0.844 0714 0605 0.513 0.436 0.371 0.317 0.270 0231 0.198 0170 0.146 0.125 0.1080.093
18 0.836 0.700 0.587 0.494 0.416 0.350 0.296 0.250 0.212 0.180 0153 0.130 0.111 0.0950.081
19 0.828 0.686 0.570 0.475 0.396 0.331 0.277 0.232 0.194 0.164 0.138 0.116 0.098 0.0830.070
20 0820 0.673 0554 0.456 0.377 0312 0.258 0.215 0.178 0.149 0.124 0.104 0.087 00730.061
25 0.780 0.610 0.478 0.375 0.295 0.233 0.184 0146 0.116 0.092 0074 0.059 0.047 0.D38 0.030

30 0742 0.552 0.412 0.308 0.231 0.174 0131 0.099 0.075 0.057 0.044 0.033 0026 0.0200.015
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Annualization Factors

nterest
Rate

iYear 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0,035 0.04 0045 0.05 0.055 0.06

1 1.0050 1.0100 1.0150 1.0200 1,0250 1.0300 10350 1.0400 1.0450 1.0500 10550 1.0600
2 0.5038 0.5075 05113 0.5150 05188 0.5226 0.5264 0,5302 0.5340 0,5378 05416 0.5454
3 0.3367 0.3400 0,3434 0.3468 0.3501 0.3535 03569 0,3603 0.3638 0.3672 0.3707 0,3741
4 0.2531 0.2563 0.2594 0,2626 02658 02690 02723 0.2755 02787 02820 0.2853 02886
5 0.2030 0,2060 02091 02122 02152 0.2184 0,2215 0.2246 0,2278 0,2310 02342 02374
6 0.1696 0.1725 0.1755 0.1785 o1815 0.1846 0.1877 0.1908 0.1939 0.1970 02002 02034
7 0.1457 0.1486 0.1516 0.1545 0.1575 0.1605 0.1635 0.1666 01697 01728 0.1760 o 1791
8 0.1278 0.1307 0.1336 0,1365 0.1395 0,1425 0.1455 0,1485 01516 0.1547 0.1579 0.1610

9 0.1139 0,1167 0.1196 0.1225 0,1255 0.1284 0.1314 0.1345 01376 0.1407 0.1438 0.1470
10 0.1028 0,1056 0.1084 0.1113 0,1143 0.1172 0,1202 0.1233 0.1264 01295 01327 01359
11 0.0937 0.0965 0,0993 0.1022 0.1051 0.1081 0,1111 0.1141 0,1172 0.1204 0,1236 0,1268

12 0.0861 0.0888 0,0917 0.0946 0.0975 0.1005 0,1035 0.1066 0.1097 0,1128 0,1160 o1193
13 0.0796 0.0824 0.0852 0.0881 0.0910 0.0940 0.0971 o1001 0,1033 0.1065 0,1097 0,1130
14 0,0741 0,0769 0.0797 0.0826 00855 0.0885 0.0916 0.0947 0,0978 01010 01043 01076
15 0.0694 0.0721 0.0749 0,0778 0.0808 0.0838 0.0868 0.0899 00931 0.0963 0.0996 0,1030
16 0.0652 0.0679 0,0708 0.0737 00766 0,0796 0.0827 0.0858 00890 0.0923 00956 0.0990
17 0.0615 0.0643 0.0671 0.0700 0.0729 0.0760 0,0790 0.0822 00854 0,0887 0,0920 0.0954
18 0,0582 0,0610 0.0638 00667 0.0697 0,0727 0.0758 00790 00822 0.0855 0.0889 00924
19 0.0553 0.0581 0.0609 00638 0.0668 0.0698 0.0729 0.0761 00794 0.0827 0.0862 0.0896
20 0.0527 0.0554 0.0582 00612 0,0641 0.0672 0.0704 0.0736 00769 0,0802 0,0837 00872
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Annualization Factors

nterest
Rate

~ear 0.065 0.07 0.075 0.08 0.085 0.09 0.095 0.1 0.105 0.11 0.115 0.12

1 1.0650 1.0700 1.0750 1.0800 1.0850 1.0900 1.0950 1.1000 1.1050 1.1100 1.1150 1.1200

~ 0.5493 0.5531 0.5569 0.5608 0.5646 0.5685 0.5723 0.5762 0.5801 0.5839 0.5878 0.5917
3 0.3776 0.3811 0.3845 0.3880 0.3915 0.3951 0.3986 04021 04057 04092 04128 04163
4 0.2919 0.2952 0.2986 0.3019 0.3053 0.3087 0.3121 0.3155 0.3189 0.3223 0.3258 0.3292
5 0.2406 0.2439 0.2472 0.2505 0.2538 0.2571 0.2604 0.2638 0.2672 0.2706 0.2740 0.2774
6 0.2066 0.2098 0.2130 0.2163 0.2196 0.2229 0.2263 02296 0.2330 02.364 0.2398 0.2432
7 0.1823 0.1856 0.1888 0.1921 0.1954 0.1987 0.2020 02054 0.2088 0.2122 0.2157 02191
8 0.1642 0.1675 0.1707 0.1740 0.1773 0.1807 0.1840 0.1874 0.1909 01943 0.1978 0.2013

~ 0.1502 0.1535 0.1568 0.1601 0.1634 0.1668 01702 0.1736 0.1771 0.1806 0.1841 0.1877
10 0.1391 0.1424 0.1457 0.1490 0.1524 0.1558 0.1593 0.1627 0.1663 0.1698 01734 0.1770
11 0.1301 0.1334 0.1367 0.1401 0.1435 0.1469 0.1504 0.1540 0.1575 0.1611 0.1648 0.1684
12 0.1226 0.1259 0.1293 0.1327 0.1362 0.1397 0.1432 0.1468 0.1504 0.1540 0.1577 0.1614
13 0.1163 0.1197 0.1231 0.1265 0.1300 0.1336 0.1372 01408 0.1444 0.1482 01519 0.1557
14 0.1109 0.1143 0.1178 0.1213 0.1248 0.1284 0.1321 0.1357 0.1395 0.1432 0.1470 01509
15 0.1064 0.1098 0.1133 0.1168 0.1204 0.1241 0.1277 0.1315 01352 0.1391 0.1429 0.1468
16 0.1024 0.1059 0.1094 0.1130 01166 0.1203 01240 0.1278 01316 01355 0.1394 01434
17 0.0989 0.1024 0.1060 0.1096 0.1133 0.1170 0.1208 0.1247 0.1285 0.1325 0.1364 0.1405
18 0.0959 0.0994 0.1030 0.1067 0.1104 0.1142 0.1180 01219 0.1259 0.1298 o1339 0.1379
19 0.0932 0.0968 0.1004 o 1041 0.1079 0.1117 0.1156 o 1195 0.1235 0.1276 o1316 0.1358
t20 0.0908 0.0944 0.0981 0.1019 0.1057 0.1095 0.1135 0.1175 0.1215 0.1256 0.1297 0.1339
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Inflation Adjustment Factors
nterest
Rate

rtears 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 11% 12% 13% 14% 15°;'

1 1,010 1,020 1.030 1.040 1,050 1.060 1.070 1.080 1.090 1.100 1.110 1,120 1,130 1.140 1.150
2 1.020 1.040 1.061 1.082 1.103 1124 1,145 1.166 1.188 1.210 1232 1,254 1277 1.300 1.323
3 1.030 1.061 1.093 1,125 1.158 1.191 1225 1.260 1295 1331 1.368 1.405 1.443 1.482 1521
4 1,041 1.082 1.126 1,170 1.216 1.262 1311 1.360 1.412 1.464 1.518 1,574 1.630 1.689 1749
5 1,051 1.104 1159 1.217 1,276 1,338 1.403 1.469 1,539 1.611 1.685 1.762 1.842 1.925 2011
6 1.062 1.126 1,194 1.265 1.340 1.419 1.501 '1.587 1.677 1.772 1.870 1.974 2.082 2195 2313
7 1.072 1.149 1.230 1.316 1.407 1.504 1.606 1.714 1828 1949 2.076 2211 2353 2502 2660
8 1.083 1.172 1.267 1.369 1.477 1.594 1,718 1.851 1.993 2.144 2.305 2.476 2.658 2,853 3.059
9 1.094 1.195 1.305 1.423 1551 1.689 1,838 1.999 2.172 2.358 2558 2,773 3004 3.252 3.518

10 1,105 1.219 1,344 1.480 1.629 1.791 1,967 2,159 2,367 2.594 2.839 3.1.06 3.395 3,707 4046
11 1.116 1243 1384 1539 1,710 1.898 2.105 2.332 2.580 2.853 3152 3.479 3.836 4226 4,652
12 1.127 1268 1.426 1,601 1.796 2.012 2.252 2.518 2.813 3138 3.498 3.896 4.335 4.818 5.350
13 1.138 1.294 1.469 1,665 1.886 2133 2.410 2,720 3,066 3.452 3.883 4.363 4.898 5.492 6.153
14 1.149 1.319 1.513 1.732 1.980 2.261 2.579 2.937 3,342 3,797 4.310 4.887 5.535 6.261 7.076
15 1.161 1.346 1.558 1.801 2079 2.397 2.759 3.172 3.642 4177 4.785 5.474 6254 7138 8137
16 1.173 1.373 1.605 1.873 2183 2.540 2.952 3.426 3,970 4.595 5.311 6.130 7,067 8.137 9.358
17 1.184 1.400 1.653 1.948 2292 2,693 3.159 3,700 4.328 5.054 5.895 6.866 7,986 9,276 10.761
18 1.196 1.428 1.702 2.026 2.407 2.854 3.380 3.996 4.717 5,560 6,544 7.690 9.024 10,575 12.375
19 1.208 1.457 1.754 2.107 2.527 3.026 3.617 4.316 5.142 6.116 7263 8,613 10,197 12.056 14232
20 1,220 1.486 1.806 2191 2,653 3,207 3,870 4.661 5.604 6.727 8.062 9,646 11523 13.743 16367
25 1.282 1.641 2.094 2,666 3.386 4292 5.427 6,848 8.623 10.835 13.585 17.000 21.231 26.462 32.919
30 1.348 1.811 2.427 3,243 4322 5.743 7.612 10,06313268 17.449 22.892 29960 39,116 50.950 66.212
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